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TUULIKKI: Garth Puller’s runner was backed from 33s to 16-1, and delivered. (Gold Circle).

The big hitters place their bets at the off!
WHEN placing bets, timing can be pivotal. At the one extreme lies ante-post betting, where the money
goes down way in advance of race-day. On the other side, are wagers struck as the horses are being
loaded into the starting stalls and it’s this late money, which Interbet trader Thagar Moodley reports,
has been deadly accurate in the week under review.
away would make sense.

A whole bunch of individual horses were backed near
the jump - and hit the bookies for six. Such moves can
be tracked by careful monitoring of the Interbet
exchange, where volumes bet on each horse are displayed. Of course, it’s difficult reacting to such significant last- minute plunges and striking bets which reflect the deluge of post time money is difficult. Indeed,
that’s the intention of big punters trying to avoid copy
cats spoiling their edge in different wagering pools.

In another tactic, really big players, often part of sophisticated computer syndicates and betting into huge,
tote pools such as Hong Kong, will steadily “drip” moderate bets into the robust market over a long period to
try avoid detection from “trend is your friend” followers
that would cause the odds on their pick to plummet.
However, the fixed odds betting strategy that worked
best this week was to allow the selection to drift out,
seemingly unfancied, then strike. Let’s go through
some pertinent examples:

The situation varies – so getting on at early bird prices
is sometimes the trick. This applies when the
oddsmakers have mispriced a horse – a rare occurrence. There is no need to wait around when an overlay is staring you in the face and lumping on straight

The sixth race at Greyville on 9 January was a (to p2)
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WE’RE ON A ROLL! Have a ticket, have a chance!

TURFFONTEIN 17 JANUARY
Two Value Bets Given
Cantata Mundi (18-1) PAYS R6.90 A PLACE
Phylydelphia (16-1) PAYS R2,90 A PLACE
Race 8 Quartet 14/5/15/8 pays R38,834!

BIG HITTERS WAIT TIL LATE (fm p1)
low- level handicap. Four year-old, Oratorio filly, Tuulikki had tottered into a place a few times recently and
had previously gotten close at this class level back in
October last year.

She was a hidden and, at best, marginal contender on
form so fair odds would probably have pegged her at
about 20/1. She drifted out to 33/1 before being
hammered late into 16’s and got the job done.
Little Bristol had not run since September last year,
cantered home in a recent barrier trial to disclose his
well-being, and duly received subtle, late support (7/1
– 5/1) before beating Star Light over the Greyville
1200m. And, on the same day, Prince Charming had
no trouble disposing of Master George over 1600m
after being punted near the off from 7/1 down to 9/2.
Turffontein’s 12th January meeting featured some
strong betting events with plenty of sizzle, particularly
to Race 3’s market. Three Dog Night (8/1 – 3/1),
Jungle Book (14/1 – 6/1) and Gold Lightning (3/1 –
2/1) had their fans, but the late money proved spot
on again as Flatley, backed from 25/1 into half that
price prevailed for Sean Tarry and Luke Ferraris.
In Race 5 there was money for Zillzaal (9/2 – 17/10)
and Approach Control (3/1 – 2/1) but Hero’s Honour
proved best after shortening from 5’s to 7/2. Others
to punish the bookies were Shogun (11/1 – 6/1) in
Race 6 and Great Shaka (5/1 – 28/10) in Race 8
where alert market watchers keeping a beady eye on
the Interbet exchange detected another late surge of
inspired support.

THE last several Highveld meetings have been even
more competitive the last few weeks with the lowerdivision handicaps almost always complicating matters.
This week alone we saw two 100-1 shots win well, one
gelding and one filly. If you see any race between MR60
and MR70, even a bit above, consider putting 10 or
more in your P/A, the field in your Jackpots and then
banker in another upper division race where you are
confident. We’re getting the hang of it, we’re in form and
we considered Captain Hook (40-1) and Front Rank
(14s) as Value, but to keep our recent excellent record
in tact we’re playing it safer with only one, The Rising
Legend (R2), worth a tickle at 4-1 back over what could
be his best distance. Eachway value in Red.

Turffontein Saurday 19 January Selections:
Race 1: (3) Summer House (1) Dyna Jet (13) Jacko Boy
(8) Chevron
Race 2: (6) The Rising Legend (2) Divine Odyssey (1) Jet
Start (5) Finchatton
Race 3: (6) Captain Hook (10) Peter’s Castle (1) Smart
Deal (5) Prince Of Byword
Race 4: (4) Invincible Lady (1) Sunshine Silk (5) Redberry Wood (3) Pilgrim’s Progress
Race 5: (1) Warrior’s Rest (2) Orpheus (4) Silver Thursday (3) Master and Man
Race 6: (11) Gone With The Wind (1) Hakeem (5) Zeal
and Zest (10) Corrido
Race 7: (5) Throng (6) Irish Pride (2) Polar Ice (9) Arlington’s Revenge
Race 8: (3) Regal Graduation (2) Dame Kelly (10) Elusive Butterfly (7) Return To Power
Race 9: (8) Quebec Queen (2) Amanika (13) It Is Not
Over (1) Jailhouse Jazz
Race 10: (14) Front Rank (8) Prince Jordan (10) Bubbly
Reply (3) Cherokee Grey

TOTE BETS WITH INTERBET ARE
DIRECTED TO TOTE POOLS
Interbet do not offer the “ open (Tote) bet ” –
100% of all Tote bets are directed into the Tote
pools. This means that (unlike Tote bets placed
with bookmakers that lay all or part those bets
themselves), the “ rake ” from the Tote pools
goes directly towards running horseracing and
paying owners’ stakes.

As an aside, Shogun attained a strong speed figure,
after adjusting for relevant track variants, which
makes the performance of the runner-up, (cnt on p 8)
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CPYS Lot 151
Bay filly
by DUKE OF MARMALADE

“With lots of growth
to come, she has
scope a plenty, and
a back end like the
proverbial ‘British
Barmaid’ ”
--Gary Jolliffe.

A re-think for Fire Away
MIKE de Kock’s Fire Away (USA), the former crack North America racer
destined for stud in South Africa, showed no interest in a Handicap
over 1600m on turf at Meydan in Dubai on Thursday evening, his first
run in seven months.

nostrils after the same race.
The former Secretariat
Stakes winner was suspended and has been retired. -tt.

The plan was for Fire Away to put up a good showing in Dubai before he was
to take up stud duties at Wilgerbosdrift, but after this disappointment he may
not run again. The son of War Front will probably be making the trip to South
Africa sooner than later.
De Kock commented: “The first thing jockey Olivier Doleuze reported on his
return was that Fire Away didn’t try an inch. He was out of it before the home
turn.
Fire Away was “jarred up all round” and pulled up with a sore off-fore hoof,
but De Kock said these weren’t unusual for runners coming out of a contest:
“As noted before the race, he’s an older horse and sometimes they just don’t
do what you expect them to do. He wasn’t enjoying himself out there and gave
us notice of it.
Fire Away’s immediate future will be discussed with shareholders. “Of course
this is not what we wanted, I am disappointed but we had a good plan and it
just didn’t work out. What remains cast in stone is that Fire Away is a wellbred and well-performed horse, a magnificent looking horse with a good temperament and we look forward to his career at stud.”
In sad news for the stable, five-year-old Suyoof was found bleeding from both
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SUYOOF, retired.
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THE Sun Met celebrated with G.H. Mumm Horses Spa Day and Breakfast took place at
Muizenberg’s Sunrise Beach on Friday morning.

The event gave leading Justin Snaith contenders
for the big events on January 26 a chance to
stretch their legs on the beach. It also provided
some great photo opportunities with the back
drop of sea and mountains, as the build up to
race day gets into full swing.
Miss South Africa and Miss Universe runner up
Tamaryn Green was in attendance, and posed
happily with Snaith’s two premier Met runners
Do It Again and Oh Susanna as the camera shutters clicked.
-Tab News
-Photos by Donna Bernhardi

Miss South
Africa
Tamaryn
Green with
Do It Again
(top) and
Oh
Susanna
(left).
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BIG HITTERS WAIT TIL LATE (fm p2)
Dhabyaan, noteworthy. Aware that some critics scoff
that “time only matters when you’re in jail,” New York
trainer Woody Stephens came up with the perfect
rejoinder, “ If you think time don’t matter, try going
downtown at ten o clock for the 9 o clock train.”
A recurrent theme in this column has been the role
that multiple bets play in framing starting price odds.
Princess Lomita had run second on debut and looked
neatly teed up to crack it in Race 9 as the 17/10 favourite. It was inevitable that she would shorten come
race time as a whole bunch of cleverly constructed
multiples had anchored her in the last. She swatted
away the threat posed by Wild Thoughts (20/1 –
14/1) and produced the goods at an S.P. of 11/10.
Piet Steyn is an astute Western Cape based horseman
who does well with cheaply acquired stock. He
sourced Brave Tiger, out of the quirkily-named mare,
Yakkety Yak, for just R10 000 and that one romped in
a Maiden at Kenilworth on Saturday. Late money
drove the price down from 5/1 to 7/2.

LOT 45: VAR filly.

The biggest move of all was for Glen Kotzen’s maiden,
Amazing Satchmo who came in from 25’s right down
to 7’s, though the Friday scratching of favourite Northern Spy distorted things. The son of Ashaawes had
suffered a troubled trip on debut and made the
expected improvement that some shrewd observers
anticipated under claiming apprentice Tarentaal to
rocket through down the inside and win convincingly.
However, it was not all plain sailing for punters. They
got a double injection in the opening juvenile scurry at
Kenilworth when money burners Ground Control at
odds on and second favourite, Ibra both got nailed.
And the talented, but temperamentally troubled Mushi
Sterek was beaten after being backed like there was
no settling. The Stratum filly, punted from 16/10 into
8/10 and a key to many multiples, went out the back
door going through the 600m and finished an
ingnominious last.

LOT 80: WHAT A WINTER colt.

The highest traded horse for the entire week,
Undiscovered Gem, met the same fate. Backed from
7/1 into 5/2 to win at her second start on
Turffontein’s 12th January card, she clocked in midfield over four lengths off, Sacred Castle. The winner
also had his supporters – Paul Peter’s Querari colt
finishing over two lengths clear when making this
notable debut.
Just two days earlier, trainer Peter thwarted another
betting plunge at the 10th January meeting when his
game front running mare Fort Ember denied Insignis.
After jockey Lerena won Race 1 on Tanas Eagle,
(backed into the red,) money poured on to his mount,
Insignis. Tough- to- pass Fort Ember showed ample
determination to narrowly deny the consistent
Woodruff trained filly, who was gunning for her fourth
victory and is bound to make amends soon. - tt.

LOT 157: DUKE OF MARMALADE filly.

Phone Barbara Sanne on
082 566 3450.
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MUST SEE!

CPYS LOT 121
Filly by
Captain Of All
From RIVERTON
Riverton Stud’s desire is for buyers to have
fun on the track and to earn a return on their
investment.
To this end Riverton Stud has consistently produced
stakes earners despite only 12 to 15 yearlings entering
the market each year. Riverton has won the Gr1 Tsogo
Sun Medallion three times (Captain of All, Potent Power
& Link Man who was born and raised on Riverton for
Tawny Syndicate). Also bred Tales Of Bravery for Victory
Moon Syndicate. Bred course record breaker Captain Of
All, the highest merit rated horse in SA and the joint 2nd
fastest horse in the world in 2015 (won the Gr1 Mercury
by 4.5 lengths) – now a stallion standing at Klawervlei.
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Horseplayers may use credit cards online
Despite that exemption, many banks and credit
card companies were slow to permit the use of
credit cards to fund advance deposit wagering
accounts. Breakthroughs were made in recent
years, however, and Alex Waldrop, president and
CEO of the National Thoroughbred Racing Association, wants to make sure this new Justice
Department opinion does not reverse the trend.

LEGAL online wagering on horse racing will not be directly affected by a new U.S. government Department
of Justice opinion on the Wire Act but could have an
indirect impact on the willingness of banks and credit
card companies to allow horseplayers to fund their
advance deposit wagering accounts.
The opinion from the Justice Department's Office of Legal
Counsel, first reported by OnlinePokerReport.com, reversed
a 2011 position taken during the Obama administration stating the Wire Act – a 1961 law prohibiting transmission of
betting or betting information across state lines – only
applied to sports betting.

“Still reviewing this long and complicated
opinion but it appears to return us to 2011
when casinos and lotteries were fearful of operating online but the horse industry online presence through ADWs was already well established,” Waldrop told the Paulick Report.
“So online wagering on horse racing that is conducted in compliance with the IHA is still legal.
We will be working with allies on the (Capitol) Hill
to assure banks and credit card processors that
it is still legal to allow their credit cards to be
used to fund ADW wagering accounts. We also
expect the next version of the Schumer/Hatch
sports betting bill to have extensive language
sorting out the application of the Wire Act to all
sorts of online betting transactions.” - tt.

The reversal by the Trump administration may create an atmosphere of uncertainty among businesses operating online
casinos, interstate lotteries and daily fantasy sports contests, along with banks and credit card companies.
The Interstate Horseracing Act of 1978, amended in 2000 to
include telephone and other electronic forms of wagering in
states where that type of betting is legal, provides an explicit
exemption for horse racing to conduct interstate wagering.
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LATEST SUN MET BETTING
Here are Betting World's latest odds on the R5million Sun Met, 26 January:
1-1 Do It Again
35-10 (33-10) (35-10) (9-2) Rainbow Bridge
7-1 (8-1) (15-2) Oh Susanna
10-1 (11-1) 12-1) Head Honcho
14-1 (18-1) Legal Eagle (16-1, 18-1) Made To
Conquer
16-1 (18-1) Undercover Agent
20-1 (55-1) Doublemint
25-1 (33-1) Kampala Campari (40-1) Tap O’Noth
33-1 Eyes Wide Open
80-1 Milton
100-1 Hat Puntano

NO SERIOUS RACING INDUSTRY
PLAYER CAN GO WITHOUT IT

We truly lived in the Wild West!
IF you think living in modern-day South Africa is scary
at times, try 1986 for size. This year saw the ANC intensify its campaign of resistance against the Apartheid regime. Limpet mines and bombs aimed at members of the public, institutions, shopping malls, the
army and even the Wimpy Restaurant Chain went off
almost daily and everyone lived in fear. History. Fact.
That’s the way it was. The reign of terror claimed many
lives, including babies and children. For those in the
vicinity of the major bomb blasts, limbs, eyes and ears
were lost well into 1987 and 1988. Also in 1986,
Oscar Pistorius was born. Ironically, the 1986 J&B Met
was won by “Wild West”, the 5-2 favourite trained by
Ralph Rixon and ridden by Greg Holme. The race was
keenly contested and a close finished ensued. Bodrum
ran around a bit in the last 300m, causing interference
to Supreme Sovereign, Yamani and Solera. While all
that was going on, Wild West was in the clear, in the
middle of the track, and he ran on well to win from
High Wonder (Christy Blom) and Mauritzfontein (Karl
Neisius). The talented Holme died in the Hennenman
Air Disater, just a few months later. Aside from the
music of the era, the 1980s wasn’t too great after all! 11
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They carry horses, don’t they?

THIS guy, known as Dmitri from the Ukraine, carried a horse to
veterinary care after it had been bitten by a snake. He
became a hero in his village, to such an extent that the word
spread to a national TV station, who invited him to carry a
horse around in front of the camera, live on set. He is now a
celebrity in the Eastern Block and, taken with his fame,
reportedly asked the TV host: ‘Vot O’Clock I come for next
intarview?’

Hey, Hey, it’s Fri - day!
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